Accommodation
Alentejo
Évora
Patinha Inn
Local accommodation
Address: Rua Mercadores nº 85 A7000-132 Évora
Telephone: +351 266 706 625
E-mail: hello.patinha@hotmail.com Website:
https://www.patinha.pt
Timetable:
Monday to Sunday
Opening at 8:30 am
Closure at 10:00 pm
Check-in (02:00 pm to 10:00 pm);
Characteristics and Services:
Central heating; Number of beds: 13; Number of rooms: 5;
Internet Access; Central air conditioning; Gay friendly; Smoke
free; Number of rooms with private bathroom: 2; Kitchen;
Breakfast; Terrace; Shared rooms;
Room facilities:
Air conditioning in room; Internet access in room; Heating in
room;
Access:
Buses; Train stations; Bike friendly;
Payments:
Credit cards accepted; Guiding price: $$ (30€ - 60€);

Within the historical center of Évora, the Patinha Inn is the place
to rest and socialize. Ideal for couples and families, this space
has been designed as a base for a short city break or even for
long term temporary accommodation situations.
Founded in an old family house, with origins in the 19th century,
the house was renovated keeping the original traces, the
architectural elements and building materials of the time. The
old house still preserves the vaulted ceilings, the blue and white
tiles in the kitchen area and part of the furniture was also
maintained. The decoration of this space was inspired by the
Alentejo region, combining traditional pieces and motifs with a
contemporary interpretation.
The typologies of spaces are divided into: rooms, bathrooms,
common areas, living room, terrace and finally the kitchen. In
terms of the rooms this has 6 different types of rooms, which
differ essentially in the level of privacy. The rooms vary between
family room with private bathroom, double and single rooms with
private or shared bathrooms and a female dormitory with shared
bathroom.
With a charming terrace, the Patinha Inn offers rooms in Évora,
500 meters from the Cathedral and the Roman Temple. This
property is close to attractions such as Bones Chapel and Giraldo
Square. Wi-Fi is free.
At the Patinha Inn all guests can enjoy a movie in the cozy living
room, have a glass of wine on the terrace and enjoy the
picturesque shared kitchen. The rooms also benefit from air
conditioning and some have a balcony.
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A buffet breakfast is served daily at Patinha Inn.

Algarve
Portimão
Ria Hostel Alvor
Local accommodation
Address: Rua Infante D. Henrique, 78500-020 Alvor
Telephone: +351 282 045 138 / 964 579 649
E-mail: riahostelalvor@gmail.com Website:
http://www.riahostel.com
Timetable:
08:00 / 23:00;
Room facilities:
Steel safe in room; Internet access in room; Heating in room;
Access:
Buses; Transfer service; Bike friendly;
Characteristics and Services:
Number of beds: 32; Number of rooms: 6; Internet Access; Gay
friendly; Smoke free; Kitchen; Canteen;
Payments:
Guiding price: $ (0€ - 30€);
Accessibility:
Accessible route to the entrance: Partial; Accessible entrance:
Partial; Reception area suitable for people with special needs;
Accessible circulation inside: Partial;

Ria Hostel Alvor is a fun and jovial space that stays in Alvor, a
small picturesque fishing village by the sea. Ria Hostel Alvor was
born in 2014 from the desire to create a space that would bring
together families, groups of friends, backpackers and all kinds of
travelers around the world.
We are fascinated about coming across different life stories and
knowing that we can be part of our guests memories after they
check-out.
Our biggest ambition is to provide our guests some unforgettable
vacations and to do so we tend to organize several activities
within and outside our facilities such as night outs, theme
parties, pajama parties, kart racing, catamaran and jeep trips,
and visits to water parks, stand-up paddle, surf, canoeing and
skydiving classes, among many other activities.
Ria Hostel Alvor has:
- Quadruple rooms –ideal for 2, 3 or 4 people
- Dorms with bed bunks with capacity from 6 to 8 people
- Several bathrooms
- Bed linen, towels and blankets already included in the price of
your stay
- Fully equipped kitchens with all the indispensable kitchen
appliances
- Gathering room with televisions, a library with books,
magazines, educational games, videogames and puzzles
- Terraces with a privileged view to the estuary in Alvor,
featuring a sofa, artificial turf, several chairs and bean bag
chairs
- Free Wi-Fi
The hostel is in the center of Alvor and is super close to
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everything - from the famous street ”Rua dos Bares” with all the
best restaurants and bars in Alvor to the minimarket, the ATMs
and the beach (5 minutes by foot).

Centro de Portugal
Águeda
Agueda Hostel and Friends
Local accommodation
Address: Rua José Maria Veloso, 83750-156 Águeda
Telephone: +351 911 804 490 Fax: +351 234 136 620
E-mail: geral@aguedahostel.pt Website:
https://www.aguedahostel.pt
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses; Train stations; Covered garage; Transfer
service; Bike friendly;
Characteristics and Services:
Bar; Restaurant; Number of beds: 44; Number of rooms: 5;
Internet Access; Gay friendly; Laundry service; Lockers; Kitchen;
Breakfast; Canteen; Terrace; Shared rooms: 4;
Room facilities:
Internet access in room; Heating in room;
Accessibility:
Disabled access; Accessible route to the entrance: Partial;
Accessible entrance: Partial; Accessible circulation inside: Partial;
Accessible areas/services: Bedrooms, Patio;

The search for the ideal place to combine the history and
creativity of the concept itself, became easy when they visited
the building. Located in the historical center of the city, in the
Ribeirinha Zone, the proximity to the attractions gives the guests
the possibility to always walk around.
All our rooms are designed to make guests feel at home, we are
strict in hygiene and convenience, and attentive to the details.
There’s a lounge open to the public on the lower floor and
another reserved for guests on the upper floor.
We want guests to feel at their friends' house!

Batalha
Mocho GuestHouse
Local accommodation
Address: Rua das Chousinhas, 15 Moita do Martinho
2495-028 São Mamede
E-mail: mochoguesthouse@gmail.com Website:
http://www.mochoguesthouse.com
Timetable:
Check-in: 13:00/15:00
Check-out: 11:00/12:00;
Characteristics and Services:
Central heating; Number of beds: 8; Number of rooms: 4;
Internet Access; Central air conditioning; Gay friendly; Smoke
free; Laundry service; Lockers; Number of rooms with private
bathroom: 4; Kitchen; Breakfast; Canteen; Terrace; Shared
rooms: 2;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses; Transfer service; Bike friendly;
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Room facilities:
Air conditioning in room; Television in room; Internet access in
room; Mini-bar in room; Heating in room;
Payments:
Guiding price: $$ (30€ - 60€); "All inclusive" rates;
Accessibility:
Disabled access; Accessible route to the entrance: Total;
Accessible entrance: Total; Reception area suitable for people
with special needs; Accessible circulation inside: Total;
Accessible areas/services: Bedrooms, Patio; Care skills: Motor
disability, Mental disability; Support products/services available:
Motor disability, Mental disability;

Mocho GuestHouse is a new lodging space on the outskirts of
Fatima. A completely renovated space in 2017, with a family
atmosphere and relaxed - to make your stay a memorable
experience.
Located in Moita do Martinho, a quiet village, very close to
Fatima, excellent for those who visit the Sanctuary and the
places of worship around. It is also the right choice as a starting
point for discovering the region's many places of interest:
The Caves of the Moeda, Caves of Mira de Aire, Caves of St º
António and Caves de Alvados
The Natural Park of Serra D 'Aires and Candeeiros, Jurassic Trail
(Dinosaur Footprints)
Typical Village "Pia do Urso"Sensory Ecoparque, Hiking, Batalha
Mountain Bike Center
Interpretation center "Battle of Aljubarrota"
Museum of the Community of Batalha the historical and cultural
heritage (Convent of Christ, monasteries of Alcobaça and
Batalha, Universal Heritage of Mankind, as well as castles,
churches and much more).
The nearby beaches (where stands out to Nazaré and its famous
giant wave)

Lousã
Casa Lausus
Local accommodation
Address: Talasnal3200-120 Lousã
Telephone: +351 96 308 67 54
E-mail: pauloperalt@gmail.com
Timetable:
Check in from 3:00 pm, Check out until 1:00 pm;
Other informations:
Fully equipped kitchen, we provide bedroom, toilet and kitchen
linen.
Characteristics and Services:
Central heating; Restaurant; Number of beds: 2; Number of
rooms: 2; Internet Access; Gay friendly; Kitchen; Breakfast;
Terrace;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses; Bike friendly;
Room facilities:
Internet access in room; Heating in room;
Payments:
Guiding price: $$$ (60€ - 90€); "All inclusive" rates;
Accessibility:
Care skills: Visual impairment, Hearing impairment, Mental
disability; Support products/services available: Hearing
impairment, Mental disability;

House composed of two bedrooms, living room, kitchen, a WC
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and panoramic terrace.

Penamacor
Meimoa Guest House
Local accommodation
Address: Estrada Nacional 233, nº 21 Meimoa 6090-385
Penamacor
Telephone: +351 960 271 367
E-mail: meimoaguesthouse@gmail.com
Timetable:
check-in: 20.00 / Check-out: 11.30;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses;
Room facilities:
Air conditioning in room; Television in room; Internet access in
room; Heating in room;
Characteristics and Services:
Number of beds: 7; Number of rooms: 5; Internet Access; Central
air conditioning; Laundry service; Number of rooms with private
bathroom: 3; Kitchen; Terrace;
Payments:
Guiding price: $$ (30€ - 60€); "All inclusive" rates;
Accessibility:
Disabled access; Accessible route to the entrance: Partial;
Accessible entrance: Total; Reception area suitable for people
with special needs; Accessible circulation inside: Partial;
Accessible areas/services: Bedrooms, Patio;

https://meimoa-guesthouse-pt.book.direct/pt-pt

Tábua
Retiro no Rio
Local accommodation
Address: Quinta da Malhadoura, apartado 263420-201
Póvoa de Midões
Telephone: +351 235 466 131 / 966 165 688
E-mail: retironorio@gmail.com Website:
http://www.retironorio.com
Timetable:
24h;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Bike friendly;
Room facilities:
Steel safe in room; Television in room; Internet access in room;
Mini-bar in room; Heating in room;
Characteristics and Services:
Number of beds: 16; Number of rooms: 6; Internet Access;
Swimming-pool; Gay friendly; Smoke free; Laundry service;
Number of rooms with private bathroom: 4; Kitchen; Breakfast;
Canteen; Terrace;
Payments:
Guiding price: $$ (30€ - 60€);
Accessibility:
Accessible route to the entrance: Total; Accessible entrance:
Total; Accessible circulation inside: Partial; Accessible
areas/services: Bedrooms, Meeting rooms, Restaurante, Bar,
Patio, Swimming-pool;
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Waterfront holiday homes and b&b; nature, private river beach
and much more …

Lisboa Region
Lisboa
Rainbow Guesthouse 56
Local accommodation
Address: Av. Augusto Aguiar, 56 - 4º Dtº1050-017 Lisboa
Telephone: +351 213 570 918
E-mail: general@passion-cube-agency.pt
Timetable:
8am / 10pm;
Other informations:
Let us know before you arrive about any dietary requirements or
intolerances so that we can ensure that we have something to
offer you for breakfast andlanche! Packed lunches can also be
arranged to order with 24hrs notice. All stays are subject to the
Lisbon City tourist tax of €1 per night/per person.
Room facilities:
Air conditioning in room; Television in room; Internet access in
room; Heating in room;
Access:
Buses; Underground;
Characteristics and Services:
Number of beds: 17; Number of rooms: 7; Internet Access;
Central air conditioning; Gay friendly; Smoke free; Kitchen;
Breakfast; Canteen;
Payments:
Credit cards accepted; Guiding price: $$$ (60€ - 90€);
Accessibility:
Reserved parking spaces; Accessible entrance: Partial;
Accessible circulation inside: Partial;

"Stay at Rainbow Guesthouse where our friendly team will
welcome you to our recently renovated facilities in central
Lisbon. We believe that a guesthouse should be a home away
from home and that travelling is about sharing new experiences.
Our standard rooms have air conditioning and flatscreen TV's
with access to digital channels.
If you are travelling as a group of up to 4 people, our family room
(adjoining twin and double room) is perfect for you, or if you are
just stopping over, we offer the simplicity and no-fuss of our
basic room. We provide towels for guests and have 4 shared
bathrooms, 2 for each gender. Guests are invited to join us for
breakfast each morning or a typical Portuguese afternoon
"lanche“ in our dining area and to relax, read a book on our
covered varandah.
Our guesthouse combine distinctive Portuguese features such as
ourAzulejopanel depicting historic Lisbon which contrasts with
modern ceramic swallows, a homage to travellers and the spirit
of adventure and discovery they represent. Located in front
ofParquemetro station (blue line), we are a 2 minute walk from
the views you can enjoy from Parque Eduardo VII, the tranquility
of Linha de Água and some cultural insitutions like Fundação
Calouste Gulbenkian and its modern art museum and
gardens.Arriving at Rainbow Guesthouse is easy!
From the airport you can catch the metro (red line and change to
blue line atSão Sebastião) toParquestation or alternatively catch
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the Aerobus which stops atPicoasandMarquês de Pombal (both
stops onAvenida Fontes de Pereira Melo), just a short 3 minute
walk from our location on Av. António Augusto Aguiar. If you are
arriving at Santa Apolónia or Sete Riosby bus or train you can
catch the metro (blue line) to Parque where we are just 20m
from the station entrance. Coming by train or bus to Gare
d'Oriente? Then we recommend catching a metro (red line)
and changing at São Sebastião to arrive at Parque. A number of
paid private carparks are located in the local area and we can
provide details and addresses if you are arriving by car or
renting a car during your stay. There are also a number of taxi
services which run from the airport and all train and bus stations.

Vila Franca de Xira
Hostel Domusplaza - Suites & Apartments
Local accommodation
Address: Rua António Palha, 22600-103 Vila Franca de
Xira
Telephone: +351 926 070 650
E-mail: hosteldomusplaza@gmail.com Website:
http://www.hosteldp.com
Timetable:
check in: 15.00 / 24.00
check out: 05.00 / 11:00;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses; Train stations; Transfer service; Bike
friendly;
Room facilities:
Television in room; Internet access in room;
Characteristics and Services:
Number of beds: 18; Number of rooms: 18; Internet Access;
Central air conditioning; Gay friendly; Laundry service; Number
of rooms with private bathroom: 18; Kitchen; Breakfast; Shared
rooms: 4;
Payments:
Guiding price: $$ (30€ - 60€);
Accessibility:
Accessible route to the entrance: Partial; Accessible entrance:
Partial; Accessible circulation inside: Partial;

Hostel DP - Suites & Apartments VFXira is centrally located in
Vila Franca de Xira. Free WiFi access is available. The Vila Franca
de Xira Train Station is 651 m away from the hostel.
Each double or twin room will provide guests with a flat-screen
cable TV and a private bathroom with shower. Linen and towels
are provided. Some room offers view to the street.
Hostel DP - Suites & Apartments VFXira is located in front of the
Municipal Market of Vila Franca de Xira where guests can buy
supplies. In addition, within a few minutes’ walk guests will find a
great variety of restaurants serving traditional Portuguese
cuisine. Plenty of bars and cafés are within walking distance.
Due to its central location, guests staying at Hostel DP - Suites &
Apartments VFXira, have easy access to services like banks, post
office and various stores. The Palha Blanco Arena is a 5-minute
walk away and Municipal Garden with its Marina by the Tejo
River is 500 m away. Access to the A1 motorway is 0.9 mi away
and Lisbon International Airport is 15 mi away.
This property also has one of the top-rated locations in Vila
Franca de Xira! Guests are happier about it compared to other
properties in the area.
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Porto and the North
Barcelos
Art'Otel Barcelos

Barcelos Way Guest House

Local accommodation

Local accommodation

Address: Rua da Madalena, N.º 294750-315 Barcelos

Address: Rua Custódio José Gomes Vilas Boas, N.º 44
4755-059 Barcelinhos
Telephone: +351 253 825 090; +351 932 912 575

Telephone: +351 253 185 819; +351 934 024 180
E-mail: info@artotelbarcelos.com;
reservas@artotelbarcelos.com Website:
http://www.artotelbarcelos.com/
Timetable:
Check in: 2:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Check out: 12:00 pm;
Other informations:
Extra Bed 15€
Characteristics and Services:
Central heating; Number of beds: 14; Number of rooms: 9;
Internet Access; Central air conditioning; Gay friendly; Smoke
free; Laundry service; Number of rooms with private bathroom:
9; Kitchen; Breakfast; Terrace;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses; Train stations; Transfer service; Bike
friendly;
Room facilities:
Air conditioning in room; Television in room; Internet access in
room; Mini-bar in room; Heating in room;
Payments:
Credit cards accepted; Guiding price: $$$ (60€ - 90€);
Accessibility:
Reserved parking spaces; Accessible route to the entrance:
Total; Accessible entrance: Total; Reception area suitable for
people with special needs; Accessible circulation inside: Partial;
Accessible areas/services: Patio;

E-mail: info@barcelosguesthouse.com Website:
http://barcelosguesthouse.com/
Timetable:
7:00 am - 9:00 pm;
Characteristics and Services:
Central heating; Bar; Number of beds: 20; Number of rooms: 7;
Internet Access; Central air conditioning; Gay friendly; Number of
rooms with private bathroom: 7; Kitchen; Breakfast; Terrace;
Access:
Outdoor parking; Buses; Bike friendly;
Room facilities:
Air conditioning in room; Television in room; Internet access in
room; Mini-bar in room; Heating in room;
Payments:
Credit cards accepted; Guiding price: $$ (30€ - 60€);

The Barcelos Way Guest House is the first guest house of the
county and is located on the riverside front of Barcelinhos, in the
heart of the historical center of Barcelos and an amazing view
over the river Cávado. It has 6 studios (12 beds) and 7
bedrooms, with different decorations alluding to the monuments
of the city, its crafts and the Portuguese Way to Santiago. This
house intends to be a true space of conviviality and leisure,
where different cultures cross, in a truly familiar and welcoming
atmosphere at the entrance of Barcelos.

Situated in the Centre of Barcelos, the Art'Otel is a Boutique
Guest House that works in a beautiful building built around 1937,
at the beginning of the 20th century. Recently rebuilt, offers
unique rooms, with different decorations, all with a private
bathroom, a seating area, an outdoor patio and private parking
yet.
Some parts are made to measure, others were subjected to a
thorough and careful selection and recovery. Each room has your
personality, betting on a sole and exclusive decoration, but the
taste is constant.
It is a few minutes walk from the main monuments and sights of
the city, as well as your shopping area, with emphasis on the fair
field, where weekly, on Thursdays, it follows the traditional Feira
de Barcelos, known for your grandeur, richness and diversity and
that happens ever since the 15th century.
The perfect retreat for unforgettable days...

Residencial Kuarenta & Um
Local accommodation
Address: Rua Miguel Bombarda, N.º 414750-320 Barcelos
Telephone: +351 932 117 730
E-mail: reservas.residencial41@gmail.com Website:
https://residencial41.wixsite.com/residencial41
Timetable:
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Check In: 2:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Check Out: 12:00 pm;
Characteristics and Services:
Central heating; Number of beds: 9; Number of rooms: 7;
Internet Access; Smoke free; Laundry service; Lockers; Number
of rooms with private bathroom: 7; Kitchen; Breakfast; Terrace;
Room facilities:
Air conditioning in room; Television in room; Internet access in
room; Heating in room;
Access:
Buses; Train stations; Transfer service; Bike friendly;
Payments:
Credit cards accepted; Guiding price: $$ (30€ - 60€);
Accessibility:
Accessible route to the entrance: Partial; Accessible entrance:
Partial; Accessible circulation inside: Partial; Accessible
areas/services: Patio;

Residencial Kuarenta & Um has recently been inaugurated. It
offers 7 rooms with simple and warm decor. It offers a common
living area and a small outdoor patio where you can enjoy lunch /
dinner on the hot summer days. A great place to feel at home, at
reduced prices just minutes from the city center, in one of the
most typical streets of the city of Barcelos.
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